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Measurement of the Total Energy
Release Rate for Cracks in PZT
Under Combined Mechanical and
Electrical Loading
Four-point-bending V-notched specimens of lead zirconate titanate (PZT) poled parallel
to the long axis are fractured under conditions of controlled crack growth in a custom-
made device. In addition to the mechanical loading electric fields, up to 500 V/mm are
applied parallel and anti-parallel to the poling direction, i.e., perpendicular to the crack
surface. To determine the different contributions to the total energy release rate, the
mechanical and the piezoelectric compliance, as well as the electrical capacitance of the
sample, are recorded continuously using small signal modulation/demodulation tech-
niques. This allows for the calculation of the mechanical, the piezoelectric, and the
electrical part of the total energy release rate due to linear processes. The sum of these
linear contributions during controlled crack growth is attributed to the intrinsic tough-
ness of the material. The nonlinear part of the total energy release rate is mostly asso-
ciated to domain switching leading to a switching zone around the crack tip. The mea-
sured force-displacement curve, together with the modulation technique, enables us to
determine this mechanical nonlinear contribution to the overall toughness of PZT. The
intrinsic material toughness is only slightly dependent on the applied electric field (10%
effect), which can be explained by screening charges or electrical breakdown in the crack
interior. The part of the toughness due to inelastic processes increases from negative to
positive electric fields by up to 100%. For the corresponding nonlinear electric energy
change during crack growth, only a rough estimate is performed.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2744027�
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Introduction
Piezoelectric ceramics are commonly used as sensors and ac-

uators in versatile, technical fields, such as the automotive indus-
ry, medical technology, metrology, and sonar applications �1�. In
his context, the reliability is of particular importance, as such
eramics are susceptible to brittle fracture �2�. Because of their
iezoelectric properties, in most applications these ceramics are
sed under combined mechanical and electrical loads. A large
umber of theoretical papers have been published concerning the
nfluence of electric fields on cracks in piezoelectric materials
3–7�. Most approaches predict strong effects in retarding crack
rowth when an electric field is applied perpendicular to a non-
onducting crack. On the other hand, experimental work has
hown that the theoretically predicted effects are greatly overesti-
ated and even partially contradictory to the experimental results.

t seems evident that the fracture toughness in poled ferroelectric
eramics is larger for crack growth parallel to the polarization
irection than perpendicular to it, which is related to ferroelastic
omain switching. Moreover, concerning the influence of an ad-
itional electric field, different effects were reported that have not
ead to a consistent understanding until now �8–13�. However, the
valuation of these experiments is difficult because of the nonlin-
ar ferroic behavior, and also appropriate assumptions of the elec-
rical boundary conditions of the crack are necessary to describe
racture in piezoelectric materials. The theoretical description of
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nonconducting cracks is often based on the assumption of com-
plete impermeability. This is a major simplification, because elec-
trical discharge and crack geometry effects such as bridging and
branching elevates the permittivity interior to the crack signifi-
cantly, as found by Schneider et al. �14�. Hence, finding an ad-
equate fracture criterion that takes both mechanical and electrical
loads into account is still one of the most challenging issues.

A critical value of the total energy release rate is used for one of
the potential fracture criteria, as it is based on thermodynamic
considerations �6,7�. Thus, a crack will start to propagate when a
critical value Gc is reached, which is related to the surface energy
of the material and the energy dissipation in the process zone. In
several theoretical papers, the total, as well as the crack tip energy
release rate, has been calculated for different geometries and un-
der different assumptions regarding the electrical boundary condi-
tions �3,5,7,8,15–17�. However, there is still a lack of experimen-
tal data to evaluate the theoretical predictions. Beside preliminary
results by ourselves �18�, no experimental approach has been pub-
lished that directly enables simultaneous measurement of all sub-
stantial contributions to the total energy release rate directly from
macroscopic properties without assuming specific electrical
boundary conditions of the crack.

Against this background, a four-point-bending experiment with
poled PZT specimen is performed under mechanical loads and
applied electric fields from −500 to +500 V/mm, i.e., anti-parallel
and parallel to the poling direction, respectively. As will be de-
scribed in Sec. 3, the experimental setup used enables simulta-
neous in situ determination of the three linear components of the
total energy release rate, i.e., the mechanical, the electric, and the

piezoelectric part, as a function of the crack length and for differ-
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nt applied electric fields. Concerning the mechanical energies,
he linear elastic and nonlinear contributions to the energy release
ate were separated experimentally.

Theoretical Basis
In the following, the theoretical framework used to determine

he energy release rate and the toughness is described. We apply
riffith’s energy balance to our PZT material, which is ferroelec-

ric and ferroelastic. This means that if a combination of stress and
lectric field is inside the switching surface, the material behaves
ompletely linearly piezoelectric. If the electric field and mechani-
al stress are outside this region, domain switching takes place
hat leads to a change of the remanent polarization and remanent
train in these volumes. As will be seen in the following, it is not
ecessary for this investigation to know the switching criteria and
onstitutive equations in order to evaluate the energy changes in
he PZT ceramic. We mainly use the experimentally determined
inear part of the potential energy � �3�:

d� = − �dF − QdV − GdA �1�

ere, A is the crack surface area and �, F, Q, and V are displace-
ent, force, charge, and voltage, respectively. In the following

linear part of the energy” or “linear energy release rate,” respec-
ively, means that the energy contributions, being partly quadratic
n F or V, are attributed to the “linear” part of the constitutive
quations. Equation �1� defines G as the crack driving force or
nergy release rate. Since the investigated PZT ceramic is ferro-
lectric and ferroelastic, the displacement � has a linear elastic
art �l and a remanent part �r coming from the ferroelastic state
nd including inelastic as well as residual elastic deformation:

� = �l + �r �2�

imilarly, we have linear dielectric behavior leading to charges Ql
nd remanent polarizations leading to charges Qr:

Q = Ql + Qr �3�
y using the linear terms of Eqs. �2� and �3�, we get the linear part
f d�:

d�l = − �ldF − QldV − GldA �4�

n the case of stable steady state crack growth, a fracture criterion
an be formulated, where Gl reaches the critical value Glc. �The
ubscript “c” means “critical.”� Sakai and Bradt �19� gave differ-
nt methods for separating the energies due to linear and nonlinear
rocesses during crack advance. We use one of them to evaluate
ur experimental data. They also stated that the change in energy
ue to linear processes during crack advance can be associated
ith the breaking of the atomic bonds, meaning the intrinsic part

c
intr of the toughness. Using this assumption and generalizing it

entatively on the piezoelectric case, we obtain directly from Eq.
4� with F and V being constant:

Gc
intr = Glc = 2�s = − � ��l

�A
�

F,V

c

�5�

ith �s being the effective surface energy. Strictly speaking, the
ssumption that the linear processes correspond to the intrinsic
oughness has not been proven, but it seems reasonable and there-
ore it is used here. The domain switching area also contains elas-
ic residual stresses, which can influence the intrinsic energy re-
ease rate; these stresses, in principle, would not be measured with
ur compliance method, described below. On the other hand, the
pecimen compliance is dependent only on the crack length �as-
uming a constant elastic modulus, see further below� and is not
ependent on how much the crack advance is influenced by re-
idual stresses. The energy from residual stresses would be newly
reated during crack growth. The difference between this created
nergy and the amount contributing to crack advance remains as

esidual stress energy in the crack wake. It contributes to the over-
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all toughness and would be constant along the crack in the case of
steady state crack growth. Thus, it is necessary to assume steady
state conditions. This issue has been addressed before by Rose and
Swain �20�.

In the process zone, the remanent polarization and the remanent
strain change because of the high stress and electric field. Thus,
beside Gc

intr, other processes exist, connected with domain switch-
ing, and leading to a toughness increase �Gc as well as to a
heightened overall toughness Gc. Crack propagation takes place if
the total energy release rate G becomes equal to a critical value,
i.e., G=Gc, with

Gc = Gc
intr + �Gc �6�

Here the term �Gc is not further specified. A detailed description
of the segmentation into different energy contributions for the
presence of a switching zone in ferroelectrics is given by Kreher
�21�.

The linear part of � in Eq. �1� can be expressed with the com-
pliances for linear piezoelectric materials as proposed by Suo
�22�:

�l�V,F,A� = −
1

2
Ce

FV2 −
1

2
Cm

VF2 − CpVF �7�

where Ce
F, Cm

V , and Cp are the electric capacitance, the mechanical
compliance, and the piezoelectric compliance, respectively. The
superscript “F” means constant force and “V” means constant
voltage. The electric charge Ql and the displacement �l are given
by

Ql = �− ��l/�V�A,F = Ce
FV + CpF �8�

�l = �− ��l/�F�A,V = Cm
VF + CpV �9�

The energy release rate due to the linear processes therefore is

Gl
tot = − � ��l

�A
�

F,V

= Ge
F + Gm

V + Gp �10�

where

Ge
F =

V2

2

�Ce
F

�A
�11�

Gm
V =

F2

2

�Cm
V

�A
�12�

and

Gp = FV
�Cp

�A
�13�

are the linear electric, mechanical, and piezoelectric components
of the energy release rate, respectively. From Eqs. �8� and �9� we
readily find:

Ce
F = � �Ql

�V
�

A,F

�14�

Cm
V = � ��l

�F
�

A,V

�15�

and

Cp = � �Ql

�F
�

A,V

= � ��l

�V
�

A,F

�16�

Since Cp
F=Cp

V and therefore Gp
F=Gp

V, the superscripts of Cp and
Gp are omitted. In order to determine the linear contributions to
the total energy release rate, Ce

F, Cm
V , and Cp must be measured for

different crack lengths. This enables calculating the derivatives of

the compliances with respect to the crack surface area. Hence, the
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xperiment must be performed under conditions of stable crack
rowth.

We are aware of the fact that the quantities Ge, Gm, and Gp are
ot invariant to the transformation of the variables, as e.g., a
hange from the variables F and V to the variables F and Q. But
lthough the different energy parts vary quantitatively, the sum of
he components, which is Gc

intr at crack growth, remains the same.
t is mentioned here that in the literature, as for example by Park
nd Sun �8�, the linear release rate from the closure integral is
ecomposed into a mechanical and an electrical part, representing
n invariant formulation. On the other hand, we use Eqs. �11� to
13� because the given energy components can be measured best
n this composition. Thus e.g., the mechanical part Gm

V in this
aper differs from Gm in Ref. �8�. �The only exception is at zero
lectric field, since then we have Gm

V � Gl
tot.� To avoid confusion,

e add superscript “V,” “F,”or “���” to the quantities to indicate
he given boundary conditions.

For the correct data evaluation, the capacitance needs to be
easured at constant force F, represented by Ce

F. In our experi-
ental device, which is displacement controlled, the capacitance

s measured at constant displacement �, denoted by Ce
�. From

hermodynamic considerations, the following relation can be de-
ived:

Ce
F = Ce

��1 +
CP

2

Ce
�Cm

V � �17�

hus, we get Ce
F directly from the measured quantities. For our

ending experiment in the range of crack lengths below 2.5 mm,
he quotient in the brackets on the right-hand side of Eq. �17�, a

easure for the difference between Ce
� and Ce

F, is below 0.05%.
owever, the conversion is taken into account, because Ce

F can be
alculated exactly.

In the following all energy release rates refer to the critical
tate of controlled crack growth. Thus, the superscript “c” for
critical” is not always given.

Since in our experiments the crack length is measured during
ontrolled crack growth, the mechanical stress intensity factor KI
an be determined. In the Griffith crack solution, with the polar-
zation vector acting perpendicular to the crack surface, KI is in-
ependent of any external electric load �3�. Fully coupled piezo-
lectric finite element �FE� calculations for the given geometry,
ncluding combined electromechanical loading, also reveal that KI
s not dependent on the electric field �23�. The corresponding
quation, taken from �23�, is:

KI = �w�akI���� �18�

ith �a= �3/2��F /b��so−si� /w2 being the bending stress of an
ncracked sample loaded by the force F; so and si are the outer
nd inner support distances, respectively, b the thickness, and w
he height of the specimen. Concerning KI, we get identical shape
unctions kI� for the permeable and the impermeable crack:

kI� =
���

�1 − ��3/2 �1.07 − 1.89� + 2.14�2 − 0.95�3� �19�

ere, �=a /w is the normalized crack length with a being the
bsolute crack length. The formula is valid for 0.05���0.95.
he shape function kI�, based on the FE calculations, is approxi-
ated by a least-squares fit �23�. We evaluate KI during stable

rack growth and denote it as KI
C in order to distinguish it from

he mechanical fracture toughness KIC.

Experimental Procedure

3.1 Preparation of Specimens. Commercially available mor-
hotropic PZT ceramic bars �PIC151, PI-Ceramic, Lederhose,
ermany� of dimensions 3	4	28 mm3 are poled in the longi-
udinal direction using an electric field of 1.7 kV/mm �47.5 kV�

ournal of Applied Mechanics
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for 15 min at room temperature. Before poling they were polished
on the long side to enable microscopic determination of the crack
extension. After poling the notch is cut with a diamond saw blade
of 120 
m thickness and sharpened with a razor blade as speci-
fied by the single edge V-notch beam method �SEVNB� �24,25�.
The notch depth is always about 1.0 mm and the tip radius around
10 
m.

3.2 Experimental Setup. Fracture experiments are performed
under conditions of stable crack growth in a four-point-bending
device. The supports used �Fraunhofer-Institut für Werkstoff-
mechanik, Freiburg, Germany� have support distances of 10 mm
and 20 mm and a roller diameter of 5 mm. Ceramic rollers are
used to achieve electrical insulation. The principal experimental
setup is given in Fig. 1.

The supports are mounted in a very rigid metal frame �Fig. 2�
as similarly done before by Fett et al. �26�. The dead weight of the
upper support is compensated by weights connected via a rotat-
able wheel, which is dynamically decoupled using a spring. A
steel plate is pre-stressed in the frame to reduce the thread slack-
ness of the main screw �1� �Fig. 2�, and thus increases the stiffness
of the device. The displacement at the load points on the sample is
changed manually using a hand wheel and a helical gear unit
�E040B, ZAE Antriebs Systeme, Hamburg, Germany�. This al-
lows a precise and instantaneous control of the displacement with
the precision of a few nanometers. The load accuracy is around
0.01 N. Due to its high stiffness, a quartz sensor �quartz dynamic
load cell 9212, Kistler Instrumente GmbH� of high sensitivity
�−11.3 pC/N� is used to measure the force. Quartz sensors exhibit
an electrical drift, which must be taken into account. Since the
overall drift is linear, this effect can be compensated.

The compliances are determined by a small modulation of the
displacement. Therefore, a thin piezo-actuator is placed in the load
line and excited by a low ac voltage of 5 Hz frequency. Simulta-
neously, the displacement of the upper supports with a modulation
amplitude of about 30 nm is measured using an inductive position
encoder �Fig. 2�. In order to apply the theory correctly, the dis-
placement is measured at the points where the mechanical load is
induced. This is at the upper support rollers, from where the dis-
placement is transferred via a movable linkage to the position
encoder. In addition, we assume that the small displacement am-
plitude of 30 nm only leads to a linear response of the PZT
sample, which is substantiated further below. It means that we
measure d�l and dQl for different crack lengths �but each mea-
surement at constant crack length�.

Optionally, the specimen can be loaded with high voltage up to
14 kV, i.e., an electric field up to 500 V/mm. In parallel, the
capacitance and the electric current are measured using custom-
made electronics �schematic diagram in �27��. The capacitance
measurement has been calibrated with different capacitors, previ-
ously characterized with a precision LCR meter �Hewlett-Packard

Fig. 1 Schematic geometrical four-point-bending setup with
electromechanical load
4284A�. Thus, an accuracy of about ±0.02 pF is determined for
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he measurement of capacitance changes. The ac signal �10 kHz,
mplitude 1.5 V� necessary for this purpose is negligible com-
ared to the applied electrical load of several kV.

According to Eq. �16�, two equivalent procedures are possible
o access the piezoelectric compliance. Varying the mechanical
oad under constant voltage, the change of the charge in the
ample can be determined, i.e., Cp

V= ��Ql /�F�A,V. Another method
s to alternate the voltage under constant force, which yields a
hange of the displacement, i.e., Cp

F= ���l /�V�A,F. Since the high
oltage is kept constant by the power supply, the first option can
e realized directly with the modulation technique and is used for
ll measurements presented in this paper. The second option was
mplemented only for test purposes. Generally, during the mea-
urement of Ce

F, Cm
V , and Cp, the crack length remains unchanged.

For the evaluation of the compliances from the modulated me-
hanical load, the amplitudes of the force �dF�, the linear dis-
lacement �d�l�, and the electric current �dI� must be correlated.
herefore the signals are recorded using a PC with a built-in AD
onverter. The amplitudes are determined by fitting sine functions
o the measured data containing ten periods, which means 2 s

easuring time per data point. Actually, amplitude and phase are
tted, whereas the frequency of 5 Hz is fixed. The evaluation
rocedure is similar to the formalism used in lock-in techniques.
he compliances are calculated afterwards according to Eqs. �15�
nd �16� using the amplitudes of the fitted functions. The charge
Ql necessary to calculate the piezoelectric compliance is deter-
ined by analytical integration of the sine function, which corre-

ponds to the current signal. The accuracy of the current signal is
0.02 pA. Furthermore, KI

C at crack growth is calculated accord-
ng to Eqs. �18� and �19� using the applied load and the crack
ength measured with an optical microscope �Wild M3Z� �Fig. 2�.

3.3 Measured and Derived Quantities. Since the experiment

Fig. 2 Schematic drawing and photograph of the displa
in the photograph shows the mechanical arrangement to
V-shaped rods are movably connected by an axis and tr
position encoder. The electrical insulation at the high v
thermoplastics.
s relatively complex, the measured and derived quantities are

200 / Vol. 74, NOVEMBER 2007
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listed in Table 1 as a basis for further analysis. The time t is
needed for the linear drift correction concerning the quartz sensor.
Gc

intr is derived solely from measured macroscopic quantities. The
data are recorded simultaneously so that an entire set of param-
eters for all crack lengths is acquired with a single bending bar. As
mentioned before, each measurement of dF, d�l, and dQl along
crack advance is performed at constant crack length.

The measuring technique in combination with stable crack ad-
vance in piezo ceramics is quite new. Therefore, the main steps of
the data evaluation, including the correction due to the finite com-
pliance of the four-point-bending device, and due to the compres-
sion of the sample at the contact points are summarized in the
Appendix.

ent controlled four-point-bending device. The insertion
easure the displacement of the upper support. The two
fer the displacement of the upper support rollers to the
ge side of the specimen is achieved by a coating with

Table 1 Measured and derived physical quantities. They are
used in the equations given before and determined for every
crack length. The numbers in brackets indicate the equations,
which define the quantities. The amplitudes of the sine func-
tions due to the tiny 5 Hz modulation are dF, d�l, and dQl, and
lead to Cm

V and Cp. The energy release rate Gc
mech also includes

remanent processes and is defined further in the text.

Measured Calculated �Eq.�

F Cm
V �15�

dF Cp �16�
� Ce

F �17�
d�l KI

C �18�
dQl Gm

V �12�
V Gp �13�

Ce
� Ge

F �11�
a Gc

intr �5� and �10�
t Gc

mech �27�
cem
m

ans
olta
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Results and Discussion

4.1 Force-Displacement Curves and Their Interpretation.
he raw data of a representative load-displacement curve of poled
ZT without applied electric field �both electrodes of the speci-
en are connected with ground potential�, including two unload-

ng cycles, are given in Fig. 3. Already, the very first loading
efore crack growth leads to a remanent displacement of 2.5 
m
fter unloading. This effect is typical for all tests and for all ap-
lied electric fields. We interpret this inelastic behavior of the
ample as the creation of a frontal process zone �see also Fig. 6�.
t can be seen that the unloading and the loading lines in Fig. 3
orm closed hysteresis loops, implying that irreversible processes
ccur. The second unloading/loading cycle after substantial crack
ropagation of 1.5 mm shows the same irreversible hysteresis
oop behavior. This is taken as switching of the ferroelastic do-

ains around the crack tip during unloading and reloading. After
given crack advance of 1.5 mm and after complete unloading,

n additional remanent displacement of about 1.5 
m is observed.
The areas of the “unloading hysteresis loops” become two to

hree times narrower if the 5 Hz modulation is not used. Obvi-
usly, the small mechanical modulation with an amplitude of
0 nm facilitates domain wall movements. But in both cases, i.e.,
ith and without 5 Hz modulation, the inelastic remanent dis-
lacements as well as the slopes of the dashed loading lines, es-
ecially directly after reloading at F=0 N �arrows pointing up�
re the same. In addition, the shape and the area of the main
oad-displacement curve are unchanged by the 5 Hz modulation.

The measured displacement in Fig. 3 must be corrected due to
he device compliance and to the compression of the sample. For
etails, see the Appendix �Fig. 18 and Eq. �A5��. The corrected
iagram of Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4 with all six unloading/loading
ycles. The open circles in Fig. 4 represent the places of slight
nloading, where the small signal compliance Cm

V is measured.
he slopes of the dotted lines, corresponding to 1/Cm

V , run nearly
angentially to the unloading lines.

The loading lines are slightly curved �Fig. 4�, implying that the
pecimen becomes softer with increasing force. This seems rea-
onable because of increasing domain switching. On the other
and, the slopes of the small signal compliance values �dotted
ines� fit well to the unloading/loading cycles when reloading
tarts at F=0 N. The two arrows in Fig. 4 indicate two parallel
otted lines representing the small signal compliance. Addition-
lly, when measuring the small signal compliance along the data
oints of an unloading/loading cycle, its value is almost constant
ithin approximately 5% �except at forces less than about 5 N�. It

ollows that the small signal compliance is independent of actual
oad conditions. �Note that the modulation amplitude of about
0 nm for measuring Cm

V is less than the thickness of the dotted

ig. 3 Raw data of the load-displacement diagram for poled
ZT. Two „out of six… unloading cycles are shown. The mea-
urement is performed with the 5 Hz modulation.
ines.�

ournal of Applied Mechanics
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As a consequence of these results, we assume that the measured
mechanical small signal compliance Cm

V represents solely the lin-
ear mechanical response of the ceramic. It means that under small
signal modulation, no domain switching occurs because of the
tiny modulation amplitude and the short time constant �5 Hz�. If
we vary the small signal amplitude as well as the frequency of
5 Hz by a factor of 2, Cm

V is unchanged within the experimental
uncertainty. With a variation of about 1% Cm

V represents a mini-
mum constant compliance value, implying that we measure below
a certain threshold, where no domain switching occurs any more.
It seems that even in the general case of large scale yielding, the
modulation technique measures solely the linear response of the
system.

The energy contributions during complete unloading of the
specimen and during crack advance are shown schematically in
the load-displacement diagrams in Figs. 5�i� and 5�ii�. Here, we
address the pure mechanical case, which turns out to be reason-
able, when the electrical influence is examined further below. At
point �c� �Fig. 5�i�� the elastically stored energy is given by the
area �B�. When unloading the sample completely from point �c� to
�d�, the area �C� denotes the energy, which is regained mechani-
cally by domain back-switching. If loading again the specimen to
point �c�, the area �D� is a measure for the hysteresis energy,
converted into thermal motion. The parallel lines 1 and 3 denote
the �inverse� small signal compliance, corresponding to the linear
elastic material response.

During the experiments for the evaluation of the critical energy
release rates, the specimens were never unloaded, in order not to
disturb the measurement. However, due to the small signal modu-
lation technique, the total energy release rate can be separated into
the energy due to linear elastic processes �area �E�� and the rem-
anent energy �area �F�� as proposed by Sakai and Bradt �19� �see
Fig. 5�ii��. Referring to that reference, we assume also that area
�E� corresponds solely to the creation of a new crack surface. Area
�F� includes energies from remanent inelastic processes as well as
energies due to elastic residual stresses in the domain switching
area, which influence the crack advance. Rose and Swain �20�
denote the overall energy �E�+�F� per newly created crack surface
as specific incremental “work of fracture.” Note that the displace-
ment increment d�l in Fig. 5�ii� due to linear processes at crack
advance is not identical to the quantity d�l in Table 1, which is
measured at constant crack length. The two quantities �d�l and
d�r�, given in Fig. 5�ii�, are not used further in this paper and are
given only for clarification with respect to �l and �r in Eq. �2�.

The hysteresis processes during unloading and loading can be
explained by a process zone, which is partly reducing its size

Fig. 4 Load-displacement curves of Fig. 3, including all six
unloading cycles. The dotted “small signal” lines and the dis-
placement are corrected according to Eqs. „A1… and „A5… in the
Appendix . The starting point on the displacement axis is
shifted arbitrarily to the origin „as also shown in Fig. 3….
during unloading and is increasing again during loading. In Fig. 6,
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he crack and the process zone are shown schematically. The
harts 6�a� to 6�e� in Fig. 6 correspond to the points �a� to �e� in
he inset force-displacement diagram and to Fig. 5. The very first
oading from �a� to �b� in Fig. 5�i� shows some nonlinearity that
e interpret as the creation of a frontal process zone. By unload-

ng the sample from points �c� to �d� �Fig. 5�i��, the process zone
round the crack tip decreases by the vertically hatched area �C�
n Fig. 6�c�. Reloading from points �d� to �c� increases the process
one again and leads to the nonlinear load-displacement curve.
herefore, the process zone height in the crack wake is drawn
maller than the process zone at the crack tip. Due to this revers-
ble process, we assume partial domain back-switching in the
ake. When the crack grows by an increment �a from �c� to �e�

Figs. 5�ii�, 6�, the fully developed process zone is shifted under
tationary conditions along the distance �a. The diagonally
atched area �F� in Fig. 6�e� indicates the area of remanent do-
ain switching belonging to �a �energy �F� in Fig. 5�ii��.
With this interpretation of the load-displacement curve at zero

lectric field, the intrinsic toughness during stable steady state
rack growth as defined in Eq. �5� is

Gc
intr = Gm

V =
area�E�

�A
�20�

he toughness part, including domain switching, during steady

ig. 5 Schematic load-displacement diagrams for crack ad-
ance in ferroelectric PZT. „i… Energies during a complete un-

oading cycle at crack initiation and after a certain crack ad-
ance, „ii… energies during crack growth from „c… to „e… without
nloading.
tate crack growth is

202 / Vol. 74, NOVEMBER 2007
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�Gc =
area�F�

�A
�21�

The interpretation of the force-displacement curve given above is
also applied for mechanical loadings with a constant applied elec-
tric field. Under constant voltage, the F-� curve includes the pi-
ezoelectric displacement �p, which can be calculated according to
d�p=VdCp. The compliance Cp�A� is a function of the crack
length and the measured value varies roughly between ±10 pm/V
for the essential crack extensions �see Figs. 8�b� and 9�b��. Ac-
cordingly, for maximum applied voltages of 14 kV, the piezoelec-
tric displacement varies between ±0.14 
m, which is small
enough to be neglected.

Fig. 6 Schematic crack and process zone area. „a… Initial
notch. „b… The specimen is loaded to a value just before the
crack starts to grow, which creates the frontal process zone.
„c… The crack has grown. „d… The specimen is completely un-
loaded. „e… The crack is loaded again and has grown by an
amount �a. The diagonally hatched area „F… in „e… shows the
process zone area of remanently switched domains, corre-
sponding to the crack extension �a. The vertical arrows indi-
cate tensile stress. The capital letters „A…, „C…, and „F… correlate
to the corresponding areas in Fig. 5. The panels „a… to „e… cor-
respond to the points „a… to „e… in Fig. 5.
Since the Q-V curve during crack extension is not measured,
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e only have information about the mechanical remanent energy
art. With our experimental setup, it was not possible to determine
he total �Gc, because we do not know the whole electrical energy
hange due to irreversible processes. �A rough estimate is given
urther below.� On the other hand, we have the complete informa-
ion to calculate Gc

intr by evaluating the compliances Ce
F, Cm

V , and
p during stable crack growth and entering them into Eq. �10�.

4.2 Critical Energy Release Rate. As the small signal modu-
ation measures the linear elastic response, we may apply the ap-
roach of Suo using Eqs. �10� to �13�. For zero electric field, the
esulting intrinsic toughness Gc

intr=Gm
V�a�, given in Fig. 7, is ap-

roximately 12 J /m2.
With the setup in Fig. 1, the electric loads between −14 kV and

4 kV had been applied before the specimens were loaded me-
hanically. Furthermore, for all electric loads including zero field,
he specimens were not unloaded in between, as said before.

As expected, the measured mechanical compliance Cm
V at elec-

ric fields of −500, −250, 0, 250, and 500 V/mm reveals a mono-
onic increase with respect to the crack length �Fig. 8�a��. The
urves look similar, irrespective of the applied electric field. The
iezoelectric compliance curves in Fig. 8�b� are also similar ex-
ept one at −500 V/mm, which proceeds significantly higher than
he other curves. The strong electric field opposite to the poling
irection together with the high mechanical stress probably leads
o large scale domain reorientation processes. Although the ap-
lied field is definitely below the coercive field of approximately
c=850 V/mm, it is probable that the original piezoelectric state
f the PZT ceramic is already disturbed.

The calibration of the current and charge measurement, respec-
ively, was verified in a uniaxial compression test with a cubic
oled PZT PIC151 specimen. The zero crossing of Cp can be
nderstood qualitatively as follows. For an ideal bending bar, in
rinciple, the piezoelectric compliance is zero. The charges gen-
rated in the compression and in the tension zone compensate
ach other. In the present case, the bending bar is single edge
otched, which leads to asymmetric behavior. This asymmetry
robably changes its characteristic, as the crack proceeds through
he specimen, which could explain the tendency in Fig. 8�b�. Both
uantities Cm

V and Cp are corrected according to Eqs. �A1� and
A2�.

The electrical capacitance is not measured absolutely, but only
ts change is acquired with the precision mentioned above. Hence,
he curves shown in Fig. 8�c� are shifted vertically to fit the arbi-
rarily chosen mutual value of 8.5 pF at a crack length of a
1.5 mm. �It is a typical capacitance of the used specimens with

uch crack length.� For crack lengths smaller than 3 mm, the ca-
acitance curve is nearly linear and for longer cracks, it declines

ig. 7 Intrinsic toughness for poled PZT without applied elec-
ric field. The compliance curve for calculating the energy re-
ease rate is fitted for crack extensions between 0 mm and
.5 mm. The dashed line represents 12 J/m2.
trongly.
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For calculating the derivatives of the compliances, suitable ana-
lytical functions are fitted with respect to the crack length. The
functions and the motivation for their choice are given in the
Appendix �Eqs. �A6� to �A8��. Figure 9 presents the curves for
E=500 V/mm. The quantities are fitted between 0 mm and
1.8 mm crack extension corresponding to 1.0 mm and 2.8 mm of
total crack length.

Note that the piezoelectric compliance ��Ql /�F� in Figs. 8�b�
and 9�b� exhibits an unsteady behavior like a step at the zerocross-
ing. With increasing crack length, the decreasing charge amplitude
dQl as a function of time �sine function� does not continuously
pass zero, which would be equivalent to a sudden phase shift of
180 deg. Instead, the charge amplitude dQl passes a minimum at a
small positive value, and simultaneously the phase is shifted
slowly from 0 deg to 180 deg. Since, in the calculation of Cp �Eq.
�16��, this continuous phase shift of the charge signal with respect

Fig. 8 „a… Mechanical and „b… piezoelectric compliance as well
as „c… capacitance as a function of the crack length for different
electric fields and corrected according to Eqs. „A1… and „A2….
For a better comparison the crack length is used, being the
sum of notch depth „between 0.98 mm and 1.07 mm… and crack
extension.
to the force signal is not included, the sign of Cp is changed when
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he measured phase shift becomes more than 90 deg. Thus, this
rop of a few pC/N has a technical reason. It cannot be considered
y the given theoretical approach and is bypassed, while fitting a
mooth curve along this step in the Cp diagram. Fixing the phase
t a certain value would yield a smooth zero crossing of Cp, but
ields other difficulties while calculating Cp. In Fig. 8�b�, it can be
een that this step is comparatively small with regard to the whole
p curve.
The derivatives of the fitted compliance and capacitance curves

re calculated analytically and multiplied by the measured force F
nd electrical load V according to Eqs. �11� to �13�. Thus, for the
inear processes we obtain the mechanical, the piezoelectric, and
he electric energy release rates, which are shown in Fig. 10 for an
lectric field of +500 V/mm.

The evaluation of the mechanical energy release rate Gm
V during

he first 200 
m crack extension that shows an increase with in-
reasing crack length has a strong uncertainty. It stems from the
ncrease of the force F at the beginning during the first 200 
m
rack advance. Looking at the expression of Gm

V �Eq. �12��, the
nitial increase of the term F2 can, in principle, be compensated by
corresponding variation of �Cm

V /�A. Nevertheless, Cm
V�a� is fitted

y a hyperbola of only three free parameters �Eq. �A6��, which
oes not allow us to fit short range variations.

The electric and the piezoelectric components are negative. For
V F

ig. 9 „a… and „b… Compliances and „c… capacitance as a func-
ion of the crack extension for an electric field of 500 V/mm and
orrected as described before. The fitted analytical functions
re used to differentiate the experimental data with respect to
he crack surface area. „For the discontinuity of Cp, see text
nd compare with Fig. 8„b…….
rack extensions from 0.5 mm to 1.5 mm, Gm, Ge , and Gp are
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almost constant as for all other applied electric loads. This indi-
cates that the crack extension is in a steady state regime, which
confirms the assumptions for the formulation of Gc. At crack ex-
tensions above 2 mm, i.e., at crack lengths larger than 3 mm, the
mechanical and the piezoelectric energy release rates approach
zero smoothly. The electric part in that region, on the other hand,
decreases dramatically down to about −150 J /m2. We assume that
at these large crack lengths the process zone touches the speci-
men’s “back side.” Additionally, the correction of Cm

V according to
Eq. �A1� gets a strong influence on the result, since the device
compliance Cm01 is relatively large for small loads �compare Fig.
17�a��. Therefore, the range of crack lengths above 2.5 mm is not
further analyzed.

Assuming a steady state crack growth between 0.5 mm and
1.5 mm crack extension, we average the data in this interval in
order to minimize the experimental scatter and to display these
medium values versus the applied electric field �Fig. 11�.

Since the electrical field concentration at the crack tip is geom-
etry dependent, it would be more appropriate to display the results
as a function of the intensity factors KI and KIV. However, we
would have to postulate certain boundary conditions in order to
calculate an electrical intensity factor KIV. Even if it has been
experimentally shown that for the PZT used the apparent relative
permittivity in the crack is not 1 but around 40 �14�, the electric
charge distribution on the crack surfaces is unknown. To avoid
unproved conditions, we simply display the measured components
of the energy release rate as a function of the �known� electric far
field. The original notch depths are always within 0.98 mm and
1.07 mm and the other geometrical features are nearly identical
for all specimens, so that the comparison in Fig. 11 is reasonable.
The experimental data of the energy release rate contributions are
presented without any theoretical assumption.

The measured energy release rate Gm
V at crack propagation is

roughly constant over the measured range of applied electric
fields. At zero electric field we have Gm

V =11.5 J /m2 �averaged for
two samples�. This agrees very well with the value of 12 J /m2

found by Heyer et al. �28� for the same material but for a con-
ducting crack at KE=0 kV/m1/2, meaning pure mechanical
loading.

The measured Ge
F values during controlled crack propagation

are negative as expected �22� and exhibit a parabolic shape with
respect to the electric load. The reason is as follows. As shown in
Figs. 8�c� and 9�c�, Ce

F and thus also �Ce
F /�a are almost indepen-

dent of the applied electric field. Hence, the part of the energy

Fig. 10 Measured energy release rates Gm
V , Ge

F, and Gp for an
electric field of 500 V/mm during stable crack advance
release rate given in Eq. �11� depends mainly on the square of the
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oltage V2, which means that Ge
F is proportional to E2 in this

ange of crack lengths. The piezoelectric part Gp during controlled
rack propagation is small and shows a linear behavior, which can
e explained by an analogous argument.

At applied fields of −500 V/mm, the piezoelectric and the elec-
ric energy release rates deviate from the main trend lines. We
ssume that this is due to the beginning large scale depolarization
n the sample, as explained before in the context of Fig. 8�b�.

Concerning the linear processes, Fig. 11 shows the three com-
onents of the total energy release rate available at crack growth.
he sum of them, which we define as Gc

intr �Eq. �5�� or Gl
tot in the

ritical state �Eq. 10�, respectively, is not constant, as we would
xpect. It even becomes negative for 500 V/mm. This is not com-
atible with the interpretation of Gc

intr as the energy necessary to
reak the atomic bonds. From the experimental results, it is ap-
ealing to take only the mechanical part Gm

V as the criterion for
rack growth, because it is almost constant for all applied electric
elds. A similar conclusion has already been suggested by Park
nd Sun �8�, but the physical argument that justifies this approach
s missing.

If we assume that free charges completely screen the remanent
s well as the dielectrically induced polarization charges on the
rack surfaces, the electric field would penetrate the crack cavity
ithout any disturbance. As a consequence, there would not be

ny change in the measured capacitance as a function of crack
ength and Ge

F would be zero.
On the other hand, our measurements, which show a change in

he small signal capacitance with crack length obviously contra-
ict this assumption. A possible solution for this dilemma is that
uring the 10 kHz modulation of the voltage with an amplitude of
.5 V biased by the high applied voltage of several kV, the screen-
ng charges cannot follow. The consequence is that the small sig-

ig. 11 Intrinsic energy release rates averaged between
.5 mm and 1.5 mm crack extension. The linear and parabolic
unctions shown are valid for the idealized case, i.e., that the
erivatives of Cp and Ce

F are independent of the electric field
see text…. The data points are measured with only one sample
or each electric field, except for the one at zero field, where
wo samples are averaged. The open circles connected by the
ray line are the sum of all three contributions, where addition-
lly Ge

F has been set to zero. Thus, actually it is the sum of Gm
V

nd Gp.
al modulation measurement �10 kHz� detects a purely linear re-

ournal of Applied Mechanics
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sponse of our sample. Especially for the modulated signal and
only for this, no screening charges are created at the crack surface.
This would explain the measured change in capacitance with
crack advance even though under the quasistatic conditions of
crack growth, the polarization charges would be completely
screened.

This explanation is in so far very probable because unscreened
remanent polarization charges would lead to never measured ex-
tremely high crack growth retarding effects. This was shown theo-
retically in �16�. In almost all of the literature, it is implicitly
assumed that the remanent polarization charges at the crack sur-
faces are screened. Taking this idea as serious, the induced polar-
ization charges should also be screened, which is consistent with
the above given approach. Sources for screening charges could be
water surface layers or already existing ions, and produced ions
and electrons from dielectric breakdown events in the crack cavity
atmosphere.

A model assumption for breakdown in the interior of the crack
is that the electric field cannot rise above a critical level. Thus,
free charge is created and deposited on the crack faces sufficient
to keep the electric field in the crack to the breakdown level �17�.
As internal sources for screening, a small electric conductivity of
the PZT could create space charges or domain switching localized
at the crack surface and could average out the remanent polariza-
tion. A similar structure was detected during domain wall move-
ment �29�. Both effects �screening and breakdown� would create
an electric dc current during crack advance, which is not covered
in the intrinsic energy release rate and would certainly influence
the energy balance.

The measured change of the piezoelectric compliance is ob-
tained by the slow 5 Hz modulation signal, which is applied me-
chanically. The charge response on the electrodes is due to the
state of the sample with the assumed unchanged screening charges
on the crack surface. Therefore, this electric signal should give the
correct physical result.

For the evaluation of the linear energy release rate, we have to
sum up the mechanical, piezoelectric, and electric part as given in
Eq. �10�, but now we set Ge

F=0, as explained above. The result for
the total critical linear energy release rate with values between
about 9 J /m2 and 12 J /m2 is shown in Fig. 11. This would imply
that Eqs. �5� and �10� represent a theoretical approach, which
practically must be modified in the case of electric loads, because
then the physical situation is much more complex.

Although the resulting curve �open circles� is nearly constant, a
slight dependency on the electric load seems to exist. Neglecting
this dependency, we get an average value for Gm

V as well as for
Gm

V +Gp of about �10.5±1.0� J /m2. We assume that the small
changes of up to 2 J /m2 are significant and due to electric field
effects of e.g., not completely screened polarization charges.

As far as we know, this is the first time that the intrinsic energy
release rate was measured. In our opinion, care must be taken
when comparing this result with other experiments such as those
of Park and Sun �8�, Fu and Zhang �12�, or our own �23�, which
show different tendencies. In all the experiments performed be-
fore, it has not been distinguished between the linear part of the
energy release rate and the energy release rate including domain
switching effects.

4.3 Measured Fracture Resistance Curves at Different Ap-
plied Electric Fields. Even though the evaluation of the critical
stress intensity factor during controlled crack growth is not the
central issue of this article, it is easily possible to evaluate the
measured crack growth data according to Eq. �18�. The corre-
sponding R-curves are shown in Fig. 12. These results must be
treated carefully because they cannot be regarded as classical
R-curves. The associated KIV-curve would be needed additionally
in order to give the full evaluation of the data which could be
taken to identify a generalized mixed mode fracture criterion.

c
�Therefore, the index “c” in KI is written in the upper position.�
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eside this it can be stated that under all applied electric fields,
he fracture resistance curve is rising to a plateau value after about
.3 mm crack advance.

From Fig. 12, we see that the R-curve at E=−250 V/mm pro-
eeds significantly lower than the other curves, which is reflected
y the tendency in Fig. 11. The corresponding mechanical energy
elease rate Gm is about 2 J /m2 or 3 J /m2 smaller than the values
t the other electric fields. The slight unsteady increase of the
-curves differs from one to the other specimen, even at the same
lectric field. This is probably due to the individual crack path and
esidual stresses from poling in each specimen �more information
s given further below�.

4.4 Implications for the Stress Intensity Factor Applying
rwin’s Equation. The crack closure integral leads to the Irwin
atrix H �Suo et al. �3��, which establishes the link between the

inear �crack tip� energy release rate and the crack tip stress inten-
ity factor. The crack tip energy release rate is given by �3�

Gl
tip =

1

4
K · H · KT �22�

ith

K = �KII,KI,KIII,KIV� �23�

nd KI, KII, and KIII being the mechanical stress intensity factors
nd KIV being the electric intensity factor at the crack tip. The

ig. 12 Fracture resistance curves for external electric fields
etween −500 and 500 V/mm. The initial increase and also the
ain level are similar for all fields with the exception of

250 V/mm. Here, the curve proceeds slightly lower than the
ther ones.
ymmetric Irwin matrix was calculated by Kemmer �30� for the
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material parameters of PZT PIC151 and since KII and KIII are zero
in four-point bending, we are left with

�H22 H24

H42 H44
� = �45.1 	 10−12 m2/N 39.7 	 10−3 m2/As

39.7 	 10−3 m2/As − 123 	 106 V2/N
�

�24�

Let �� be the electric potential jump between the opposite crack
faces. If we assume a permeable crack, then the condition ��
=0 is equivalent to the following equation �3,23�:

KIV = −
H24

H44
KI �25�

Inserting the expression of KIV into Eq. �22� and using the quan-
tities of Eq. �24�, we get

KI
2

Gl
tip = 4�H22 −

H24
2

H44
�−1

= 69 GPa �26�

During controlled crack growth, the crack tip energy release rate
is physically this part of the released energy in the sample which
is used to break the atomic bonds and therefore, in our terminol-
ogy, the intrinsic toughness Gc

intr. The experimentally measured
plateau value of the intrinsic toughness for zero electric field is
Gc

intr=Gm
V =11.5 J /m2.

The crack tip toughness is close to the starting value of the
measured R-curves. Probably it is even a little bit less because
already the frontal zone may lead to crack tip shielding. But since
there is no other information available, we identify—as an
attempt—the starting value of the R-curve with the intrinsic frac-
ture toughness �without domain switching�, being aware that this
can be seen only as a rough estimate. For the measured KI

C-curve
without electric field �Fig. 12�, we get Kintr=0.82 MPa�m �aver-
aged for two samples�. Using the intrinsic toughness and intrinsic
fracture toughness, we get �Kintr�2 /Gc

intr=58 GPa, which is in good
agreement with the theoretical result of Eq. �26�.

Furthermore, the FE calculations reveal that at zero electric
field, KIV for the permeable and impermeable crack are nearly the
same within a few percent. Thus, if we assume the semipermeable
crack being a “linear superposition” of permeable and imperme-
able crack �31�, the above equations should be reasonable for all
degrees of semipermeability.

4.5 Mechanical Inelastic Energies. Beside the intrinsic criti-
cal energy release rate Gc

intr, we evaluate now the mechanical part
of the total critical energy release rate Gc �Eq. �6��, including both
intrinsic energies and all other remanent mechanical processes due
to domain switching �area �E�+ �F� in Fig. 5�ii��. This “energy
release rate” Gc

mech is calculated from the load-displacement dia-
gram as given by Sakai and Bradt �19�. Thus, we determine geo-
metrically the area �E�+ �F� �Fig. 5�ii�� and divide it by the corre-
sponding new crack surface area dA. If we indicate the points �c�
and �e� in Fig. 5�ii� with the indices “1” and “2” and taking into
account that the slopes of the lines 1 and 2, are the inverse me-
chanical compliances �1/Cm

V�, we get:

Gc
mech =

Cm1
V F1

2 + �F1 + F2���2 − �1� − Cm2
V F2

2

2dA
�27�

According to Rose and Swain �20�, this corresponds to the work
of fracture, as said before. The equation cannot be applied directly
to each pair of adjoining experimental data points because of the
experimental scatter. Instead, we use an averaging procedure over
several data points. In Eq. �27�, F and � are averaged over each
ten adjoining data points, Cm

V is taken from the analytical fit, and
the result is averaged again as before. The work of fracture Gc

mech,
including the intrinsic toughness and also remanent processes, is

given in Fig. 13 for applied electric fields of −500, 0, and
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00 V/mm.
The high initial values of Gc

mech are based on energies from
reating the frontal process zone. This effect was observed also by
ose and Swain �20� for partially stabilized zirconia. There are

trong variations of Gc
mech for crack extensions above 0.5 mm,

hich are different for each specimen, even if the same electric
eld is applied. Thus, it seems that Gc

mech is quite sensitive on the
ndividual crack path. This would include e.g., crack bifurcation,
ouble cracks, and crack bridging. It means that these fluctuations
re only qualitatively significant, but not their individual shapes.
Beside this we have to admit that the variations are possibly
nfluenced by the evaluation procedure.�

On the other hand, the critical energy release rate Gm
V does not

xhibit such variations, implying that the small signal compliance
ethod is quite insensitive to the individual crack path, crack

ridging, etc. For crack extensions above 0.5 mm, Gc
mech is about

wo to three times larger than Gc
intr. Thus, in our four-point-

ending configuration, remanent switching processes, being the
ifference Gc

mech−Gc
intr, are up to twice as large as Gc

intr.
From Fig. 14, showing medium mechanical energy release rates

averaged between 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm crack extension� for dif-
erent electric fields, we get the same result. For example, during
he measurement at E=375 V/mm, much more crack branching
nd bridging was observed than in the other measurements, due to
he properties of the individual specimen. This can be seen by the
ncreased values in the upper curve �Fig. 14� at this particular
lectric field, but not in the lower curve for Gc

intr. Looking at the
eneral trend, the contribution to the energy release rate from
emanent switching processes increases from −500 V/mm to
00 V/mm by about a factor of 2.

From load-displacement curves in which we unloaded the
pecimen completely just at the moment of crack initiation, we
an evaluate the energy due to domain switching in the frontal

ig. 13 Critical mechanical energy release rates, especially
inear contribution „black points… and mechanical work of frac-
ure „open points… for different applied electric fields „−500, 0,
nd +500 V/mm…. The latter energy release rate comprises en-
rgies due to linear elastic processes as well as remanent
nergies.
one. The energy stored is about WF=120 
J for our sample ge-
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ometry �measured at zero external electric field�.
There may be some concerns if so much energy is put only into

the frontal zone or whether large scale deformation takes place.
Kounga Njiwa et al. �32� used a liquid crystal display technique to
monitor the electric surface potentials in front of the crack tip and
estimated a switching zone size of 600 
m to 800 
m. Hack-
emann and Pfeiffer �33� applied a spatially focused X-ray diffrac-
tion technique and determined about 290 
m switching zone size.
Both experiments were performed with PZT PIC151 and demon-
strate a substantial switching zone. These experiments show that
no large scale domain switching processes take place. A simple
estimate confirms these experimental findings. If the remanent
polarization of 0.32 C/m2 �34� times 2 and multiplied by the co-
ercive field of 0.85 kV/mm is taken as a measure for the energy
density change during domain switching �35�, we get about ws
=0.0005 J /mm3. If we roughly approximate the frontal zone by a
circle of area S going through the sample of thickness t=3 mm, S
is calculated to be S=WF /wSt. For the linear dimension �diameter�
of the switching zone size, this finally gives 2�S /��0.3 mm,
which corresponds well to the experimental results of �32,33�.

In principle, the compliance change during crack extension is
also affected by the growth of the process zone because the linear
piezoelectric tensor is not isotropic. A polarization change may
change the dielectric and elastic properties by approximately 10%.
The volume change of an assumed remanent process zone of
width 1 mm during a measurable crack extension dA of 50 
m
	3 mm �sample thickness� is 0.15 mm3. Compared with the
loaded sample volume of about 240 mm3, this leads to a negli-
gible compliance change of less than 0.1%.

Thus, by evaluating the linear part of the energy release rate
together with the load-displacement curve as described before, we
can separate the linear �crack tip� energy release rate from switch-
ing zone processes. If in previous experiments these energy re-
lease rates were not separated, the detailed interpretation of the

Fig. 14 Comparison of the “intrinsic” mechanical energy re-
lease rate Gm

V
„lower curve, as in Fig. 11… with Gc

mech
„upper

curve… including remanent switching processes during crack
advance. When calculating the standard deviation for the data
points between 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm crack extension „Fig. 13…,
which gives a rough estimate for the error of the data, we get
for the lower curve around ±1 J/mm2 and for the upper curve
about ±10 J/mm2

„the latter number seems a little bit high.…
results sometimes seems difficult.
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4.6 Electric Dissipative Energies. If Gc
elec is the electric en-

rgy release rate, including intrinsic as well as dissipative ener-
ies, we get for the toughness

Gc = Gc
mech + Gc

elec �28�

hereas Gc
mech is determined from the load-displacement diagram

sing the measured mechanical compliance, the term Gc
elec can be

erived in principle from a corresponding charge-voltage diagram
sing the measured capacitance.

A remark concerning the loading path must be added. The ex-
eriments with electric load are started by increasing the voltage
p to a constant value before the sample is loaded mechanically.
uring crack growth, the voltage is kept at a fixed level by the
ower supply. With respect to the load-displacement diagram, an
xtension from the pure mechanical to the electromechanical case
an be achieved, if we vary the electric load proportionally to the
echanical load. We would get a corresponding diagram with a

eneralized load and a generalized displacement. Unfortunately, in
ur case the situation is more complicated. On the other hand, the
esults show that the influence of the electric load is weak and
herefore, we neglect this problem. The following should be seen
s a rough estimate concerning nonlinear electrical processes.

As mentioned before, Gc
elec could not be measured, since the

ong-run charge measurement was disturbed by the capture of
lectromagnetic radio frequencies. Note that within the measured
uantities in Table 1, only the charge modulation dQl is measured
t constant crack length, whereas the accumulated charge Q dur-
ng crack advance and in between is missing. Under electrical
spects, up to now we determined the state of the sample just
efore and after each crack advance.

In order to still get information about electrical processes dur-
ng actual crack growth, the charge was measured during crack
dvance once with a poled PZT specimen at an electric field of
50 V/mm. Each crack advance takes about 1 or 2 s, so that
lectromagnetic disturbances during this time have only little in-
uence. The electric current is automatically integrated during
ach measurement and divided afterwards by the area of the cre-
ted new crack surface. The average charge generated immedi-
tely per new crack surface area was about �410±200� 
C/m2

easured in the range of crack extensions between 0.5 mm and
.5 mm. This phenomenon is clearly no piezoelectric effect, as
ould be seen in “short-time Q-F diagrams.”

After stopping the crack the electric current does not stop im-
ediately but decreases slowly. Such a delayed “time effect” in

he behavior of PZT was observed on other occasions. However, it
oes not influence the measurement of the intrinsic toughness.

The measured charges �410 
C/m2� if attributed to crack sur-
ace charges are less than 0.2% of the remanent polarization of
.32 C/m2 for poled PZT PIC151. This is a strong indication that
he remanent crack surface polarization charges are balanced by
nternal processes such as local domain switching or space
harges. On the other hand, the dielectric polarization charge P
�0E for our material parameters gives about 2000 
C/m2,
hich is still higher than but much closer to the measured values.

n summary, these results support the idea of screening crack sur-
ace charges or breakdown effects, but are not sufficient to dem-
nstrate them, and additional, more refined measurements are
ecessary.

Concerning the total energy balance, a future experiment for
easuring the total energy release rate including all electric dis-

ipative processes is technically possible and might help to answer
he remaining questions. However, beside this we hope that the
resent experimental data provide a useful basis for further dis-
ussions.

Summary
The intrinsic toughness as well as the extrinsic nonlinear do-

ain switching toughening in polarized PZT PIC151 is measured.
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During stable crack growth, the mechanical and the piezoelectri-
cal compliance as well as the electrical capacitance of the PZT
sample is measured simultaneously as a function of the crack
length using modulation/demodulation techniques. Computation
of the derivatives of these generalized compliances with respect to
the crack surface area allows for the calculation of the mechani-
cal, the piezoelectric, and the electrical part of the energy release
rate due to linear processes. To our knowledge, this is the first
experimental result where these linear parts are well separated
from nonlinear, especially domain switching contributions, al-
though Rose and Swain �20� as well as Sakai and Bradt �19� had
presented the basic principle before.

This novel experimental technique, based on the small signal
modulation and stable crack growth, is easily applicable also to
other ceramics with process zones in order to separate the intrinsic
toughness from extrinsic nonlinear contributions.

With the assumption of screened polarization charges—for ex-
ample due to electric breakdown—and by neglecting the slight
electric field dependency, an average intrinsic toughness of
�10.5±1.0� J /m2 for electric fields between −500 V/mm and
500 V/mm is determined. It seems probable that the slight field
dependency of the measured intrinsic toughness is due to small
contributions of the linear electric part of the energy release rate.

The information of the mechanical compliance and the load-
displacement curve allows for the evaluation of mechanical en-
ergy changes related to domain switching in the vicinity of the
crack. Additionally, a frontal process zone is identified. From the
corresponding energy, a frontal zone size of the order of 0.3 mm
can be estimated consistently to other experimental results. The
mechanical toughening effect of the process zone is increasing
from negative to positive external electric fields.
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Appendix: Data Processing

Evaluation of Cm
V and Cp

The mechanical compliance is measured at constant voltage. To
simplify matters, the superscript “V” is omitted. The finite com-
pliance of the experimental device leads to corrections of the mea-
sured Cm and Cp values. The essential mechanical arrangement is
given in Fig. 15, where dF and d� are the measured 5 Hz modu-
lation amplitudes of force and displacement, respectively. Thus,
the measured mechanical �mm� compliance, simply, is Cmm
=d� /dF. To obtain the actual bending compliance of the speci-
men �Cm�, Cmm must be decomposed according to Fig. 15.

Obviously, the compliance of the mechanical support of the
specimen directly increases the overall compliance as described
by the series connection. In addition, the specimen is compressed
slightly by the support rollers. Both aspects are included in Cm01.
Mainly because of the circular shape of the support rollers, Cm01 is
dependent on the applied load F. It is measured by using equal
support distances of 20 mm each, as shown in Fig. 16�b�. Taking
the arrangements in Fig. 16, the subtraction �a�− �b� for each ap-
plied mechanical load F yields pure bending of the specimen.
Concerning Fig. 15, the case in Fig. 16�b� means a parallel con-

nection of Cm01 and Cm02 only.
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Due to the dynamic modulation measurement, additional effects
ust be taken into account. Since the modulation amplitude is

ery small, frictional forces pin the rotatable wheel of the dead-
eight compensation �Fig. 2, right�, which leads to a parallel con-
ection of the decoupling spring. A similar effect could exist in
he support guide. Together with the influence of the inertia of the
lightly oscillating upper support mass, these effects can be sum-
arized using an apparent compliance Cm02 connected in parallel.
his quantity can be determined directly by performing a mea-
urement without a specimen, simulating an “infinite” specimen
ompliance. We get Cm02= �16±2� 
m/N for both 10/20 and
0/20 mm supports. The compliance Cm01 depends on the me-
hanical load F, whereas Cm02 does not. Since the frequency of
Hz is much smaller than the resonance frequency of the oscil-

ating mass, corresponding effects can be neglected.
With regard to Fig. 15 we have to consider at first Cm02 for both

rrangements �a� and �b� and then subtract the resulting compli-
nces from each other. Thus, the pure bending compliance of the
pecimen is

Cm =
Cmm

�1 − Cmm/Cm02�
−

Cm01

�1 − Cm01/Cm02�
�A1�

he correction of the piezoelectric compliance is similar. From the
easured quantities using the 10/20 mm support we have Cpm
dQ /dF and the analog value for the 20/20 mm support is Cp01.
n the basis of Figs. 15 and 16 with dF=dF1+dF2 and d�

ig. 15 Schematic arrangement of mechanical compliances of
he specimen and the equipment with Cm01™Cm™Cm02. The pa-
ameters d�1 as well as d�2 are the displacements, belonging
o Cm and Cm01. The latter one represents the compliance of the
echanical frame plus the compression compliance of the

pecimen and Cm02 corresponds to small elastic deformations
n the mounting and to inertia effects of the upper movable
upport.

ig. 16 Schematic drawing of the mechanical load configura-
ion: „a… bending and compression of the specimen as well as
oading of the device, „b… compression of the specimen and
oading of the device. The difference „a…− „b… yields the pure

ending compliance of the specimen.
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=d�1+d�2 �see Fig. 15� and replacing the displacements d�,
d�1, and d�2 by corresponding charge quantities, we obtain a
similar expression for the piezoelectric compliance with respect to
pure bending load:

Cp =
Cpm

�1 − Cmm/Cm02�
−

Cp01

�1 − Cm01/Cm02�
�A2�

Note that a quantity Cp02 does not exist, since without a specimen,
no electric current can be measured. The denominators in Eqs.
�A1� and �A2� are identical, correspondingly. The correction term
Cp01, measured with the arrangement in Fig. 16�b�, is slightly
force dependent and of the order of 2 or 3 pC/N. The main dif-
ference between the mechanical and the piezoelectric case is that
Cm01 consists of two parts, i.e., the device compliance and the
compression compliance of the sample, and that Cp01 consists
only of the piezoelectric compliance due to the compression of the
sample. The associated corrections are approximately 5% to 30%,
because mostly Cm01�Cm�Cm02 in the range of the analyzed
crack lengths. To apply Eqs. �A1� and �A2�, the compliances
Cm01�F� and Cp01�F� are fitted by appropriate analytical functions
�see Eqs. �A3� and �A4��. The corrected values of Cm and Cp are
used in Eq. �17� for calculating Ce

F. The capacitance itself does not
need any correction.

The mechanical and the piezoelectric compliance Cm01 and
Cp01 are given in Fig. 17 as a function of the applied mechanical
load. At relevant forces of 10 N to 50 N, the mechanical correc-
tion term Cm01 still decreases by a factor of 3 �Fig. 17�a��,
whereas the piezoelectric term Cp01 is almost constant around
2.7 pC/N �Fig. 17�b��. The latter value varies for different PZT
samples by about ±10%. The functions fitted to the data are

Cm01 = � 0.6854

F�N� + 1.5896
+ 0.01034� 	
m

N

 �A3�

Fig. 17 „a… Mechanical and „b… piezoelectric compliance mea-
sured with the 20/20 mm supports „Fig. 16„b…….
and
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Cp01 = � − 3.1857

F�N� + 1.2039
+ 2.8452� 	pC

N

 �A4�

ote that in Fig. 17, the compliance measurements are not depen-
ent on whether the force increases or decreases. This emphasizes
nce more that the small signal compliance measurements are not
nfluenced by the actual domain configuration and by switching
rocesses.

isplacement Correction
The reasons leading to Cm01 also yield an additional displace-
ent, which has to be subtracted from the measured displacement.
s before, this displacement is force dependent and determined
irectly by using the 20/20 mm supports. The data shown in Fig.
8 are fitted by the following analytical function:

�0�F� = �0.03399F�N� + 1.800 −
125.47

�F�N� + 7.00�2��
m�

�A5�
his function, describing the finite stiffness of the device and the
ompression of the sample, is subtracted from the measured dis-
lacement. The quantity Cm02 originates from dynamical effects
nd therefore does not influence the quasistatic load-displacement
easurement.
In principle, the data in Fig. 18 must be fitted separately for the

oading and the unloading path. Nevertheless, this would make the
ata evaluation even more complicated. As this correction is rel-
vant only for the load-displacement diagrams and not for the
mall signal modulation measurements, we use only the single
urve in Fig. 18.

Analytical Functions Fitted to the Measured Compliances.
he best results for the mechanical compliance are obtained using
hyperbolic function with 1/a characteristic, namely,

Cm�a� =
p1

a − p2
+ p3 �A6�

here p1, p2, and p3 are free parameters and a is the crack exten-
ion. For the fit of the piezoelectric compliance data, a logarithmic
unction is used:

Cp�a� = p1 ln� p2 − a

mm
� + p3 �A7�

ig. 18 Displacement as a function of the force, measured
ith equal support distances as in Fig. 16„b…. As described be-

ore, this effect corresponds to the compliance of the mechani-
al support and to the compression of the sample. The zero
osition on the displacement axis is arbitrary. The slightly dif-

erent paths for loading and unloading are fitted by the same
urve „Eq. „A5…….
nd the capacitance is fitted by a second-order polynomial:
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Ce�a� = p1a2 + p2a + p3 �A8�
These functions are not chosen accidentally. In the case of using
polynomial functions for Cm and Cp, the corresponding deriva-
tives �Cm /�a and �Cp /�a and energy release rates exhibit strong
variations depending on the order of the polynomial used, because
the derivatives of Cm and Cp are rather small for short crack
lengths. To avoid this, smoother functions should be used, which
lead to more constant energy release rates. Generally, if we plot
the applied force F as a function of the crack length, we obtain a
nearly linear decrease with respect to the crack extension a.
Hence, �Cm /�a should have a 1/a2 characteristic to compensate
the F2 influence in Eq. �12�. Integration of �Cm /�a leads to the
1/a characteristic, which is finally used for Cm in Eq. �A6�. The
argument for Cp is analogous. For Ce

F, a polynomial of second
order is sufficient. It is important that the choice of these functions
has no physical intention. However, these functions require fewer
free parameters than polynomials and fit very well to the experi-
mental data.

The results are also sensitive to the range of crack extensions
where these functions are fitted. To avoid an influence of the pro-
cess zone, when it reaches the specimens’s “back side,” the com-
pliances and the capacitance are mainly fitted in the range be-
tween 0 mm and 1.6 mm crack extension.
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